
 

Mallin Cos. expands production line 
Wire processing modernization yields cleaner, more diverse nonferrous material. 
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Kansas City, Missouri-based Mallin Cos. has announced the expansion of its wire processing 
production line, allowing the family recycling business to recycle a broader variety of materials 
through a versatile line. 
 
“The benefits of a long-term relationship, fourth-generation leadership and advanced engineering 
have resulted in a decisively superior wire processing production line,” the company says. 
 
To retain its standards of clean, high-grade choppings and recycled nonferrous scrap metal, Mallin 
says it made the decision to grow the production line, working with multiple partners, including 
long-time engineer and original outfitting partner Dallas-based Triple/S Dynamics, part of the KMC 
Global group of companies, to lead the expansion project. 
 
After two years of planning and installation, Mallin’s new streamlined system is able to increase 
capacity, allowing for a wider range of products that can be recycled and remanufactured by 
industrial customers, with such possible commodity streams as extrusion, copper aluminum 
radiators and auto shredder residue (ASR), while completely eliminating waste. 
 
Mallin Cos. says the upgrades save energy while all components are refined and prepared to rigid 
specifications. 
 
Mallin Vice President Zachary Mallin, commenting on the upgrades, says, “Outcomes are already 
exceeding expectations.” 
 
As an entrepreneur-led, family-owned business, Mallin says it emphasizes continuous research, 
technological upgrades, marketing and customer service to position its material against that of 
larger multilocation companies in the scrap and recycling industries. 
 
“We are able to recycle a broader variety of materials through a versatile line that saves energy 
and maximizes value for our customers. Beyond that, all components are refined and prepared to 
rigid specifications, resulting in products of the highest purity,” says Mallin. “What’s more, the 
byproduct is reusable.” 
 
Mallin Cos. Inc. says it is one of the largest wire processing facilities in the country, with innovative 
expertise in wire chopping technology and nonferrous scrap metal recycling. The company was 
one of the first wire chopping facilities in the nation and a veteran metal recycler. 
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